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HP3000 MPE/iX Triple Store  

Tired of tape backups? Backup job hangs? Tapes that are off site when you critically need them? Prices of disc storage 
now allow for multiple disk backup copies. Backing up to one tape copy is  labor intensive, risky and unreliable. Triple 
Store as the name suggests is a process that creates three back up copies. The primary copy is to local user volume 
MPE/iX storage. This allows for the fastest backup and recovery procedures. A secondary local copy is sent via SFTP to a 
network connected Linux Appliance. The third copy is then encrypted and placed on removable solid state disk (SSD) to 
send to secure off site storage. 

Triple Store Hardware
       "Smart Enclosure" external drive that attaches via SCSI and is configured as a stand alone user volume 
       100BT half high dedicated network card
       Triple Store Appliance with 1TB storage 

Triple Store   Applications  
Triple Store online to disk backup stores to local user volume. Depending on compression, 72GB local user volume will 
hold several backup copies. FTP/SFTP transfer Job on HP that runs after online backup. Transfers compressed backup file 
to Linux Appliance via secure transfer or dedicated 100BT interface.

Linux Appliance application encrypts current store file and adds to 1TB library of store images.

Linux Appliance application copies encrypted store file to external SSD disc for off site storage. Optionally Linux Appli-
ance can copy encrypted store file to customer SAN to integrate with existing off site back up procedures.

Optional Disaster Recovery Services
Beechglen offers 'Hot Site' Disaster Recovery. Beechglen provides a compatible HP3000 system. The encrypted store file 
is transferred to Beechglen via SFTP and applied to Customer's DR system.

Triple Store Typical Monthly Pricing
Hardware: Disk, 100BT, Linux Appliance $   50.00
Triple Store Support and Monitoring $ 175.00 
Beechglen Cloud Storage $   40.00 per 250Gb
Optional Disaster Recovery $ 450.00 


